Building on residual speech: A portable processing prosthesis for aphasia
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Abstract—This article examines the challenges of developing electronic communication aids for individuals with mild-to-moderate aphasia and introduces a new portable aid designed for this population. People with some residual speech are often reluctant to use communication aids that replace their natural speech with synthesized speech or the recorded utterances of another individual. SentenceShaper (computer software; Psycholinguistic Technologies, Inc; Jenkintown, Pennsylvania; www.sentenceshaper.com), a computerized “processing prosthesis,” allows the user to record spoken sentence fragments and hold them in memory long enough to combine them into larger structures. Previous studies have shown that spoken narratives created with SentenceShaper—composed of concatenated, recorded segments in the user’s own voice—may show marked superiority to the individual’s spontaneous speech and that sustained use may engender treatment effects. However, these findings do not guarantee the program’s efficacy to support functional communication or its acceptance by people with aphasia. Here, we examine strengths and weaknesses of SentenceShaper as the basis for a communication aid for individuals with mild-to-moderate aphasia and review factors guiding the design of SentenceShaper To Go, a portable extension to the program. Data from a “proof-of-concept” pilot study with the portable system suggest the viability of providing computer-based support for users’ residual speech in composing and delivering spoken messages.

INTRODUCTION

The use of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) technology has psychosocial costs and benefits. Costs include the effort required to learn and operate a device, the visible evidence of disability if the device is perceptible to others, and the awkwardness of relying on alternatives to natural speech. Benefits include the opportunity to express wants and needs, engage in a wider range of social interactions, and reveal one’s preserved cognitive and linguistic abilities to others who may not understand that impaired speech does not transparently reflect mental function.

For individuals with purely motor impairments, the benefits of using this technology often outweigh the costs, as evidenced, for example, by the widespread acceptance of AAC among individuals with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [1]. Speech-generating devices (SGDs) employing
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synthesized speech to transmit text or symbolic messages created by the user may effectively compensate for the loss of oral speech. The costs (e.g., the mental and physical effort of composing messages, the use of unnatural-sounding computerized speech) are more than offset by the benefits (e.g., regaining the ability to participate in spoken interactions, demonstrating preserved linguistic and cognitive function).

Aphasia presents somewhat different patterns of impaired and preserved abilities, with correspondingly different trade-offs between costs and benefits. Individuals with aphasia typically experience difficulty with some aspects of language production, such as word-finding and grammatical encoding, and may also show impaired reading, writing, and spelling. Considerable variability exists in the nature and severity of linguistic impairments and in the presence of concomitant cognitive or motor impairments. In developing AAC technology for aphasia, the challenge is to compensate for linguistic impairments while at the same time supporting and even highlighting the user’s preserved cognitive function and any residual speech.

Electronic aids for people with aphasia have generally taken the form of SGDs in which words, phrases, or full messages are associated with buttons or other screen controls displaying visual images; when clicked, buttons play their associated items through synthesized speech or the pre-recorded speech of another individual. These aids vary in the transparency of their images, which can range from highly stylized symbols to photographs of specific objects or events, and in the number and organization of stored messages. While some aids are designed primarily to replay prefabricated stored messages, others allow the user to create novel utterances by locating and combining multiple icons in a specific area of the screen. This iconic model underlies the first electronic aid developed specifically for aphasia, Computer-based Visual Communication (C-VIC) [2], commercially released as Lingraphica® (dedicated augmentative communication device; Lingraphicare America, Inc; Princeton, New Jersey; www.aphasia.com), and a variety of other software programs or electronic devices subsequently developed for individuals with aphasia.

A number of studies have reported what we will term *aided effects* for icon-based communication by individuals with severe aphasia [2–5]; that is, participants were able to express propositional meaning more effectively with visual icons than with their natural speech, at least in laboratory tasks. However, these and other studies suggest that some people with aphasia have quite limited ability to combine icons into complex structures, especially when the message to be expressed is abstract [6–8].

Thus this paradigm has both strengths and weaknesses. In addition to compensating for impairments to oral speech, SGDs incorporating visual icons can provide semantic support to those with impaired word comprehension and bypass the reading, writing, and spelling impairments that are widespread in aphasia. However, abstract or nonimageable words present difficulty, and the ability of individuals with aphasia, even those with preserved comprehension, to combine visual icons into complex messages may be limited. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, most people with mild-to-moderate aphasia prefer to use their own voices rather than synthesized or third-party recorded speech.

This preference may underlie the relatively low acceptability of AAC in people with mild-to-moderate aphasia. While many individuals with aphasia accept nonelectronic AAC aids and strategies, such as gesturing, writing, and so forth, electronic aids such as iconic SGDs have not played the same role for this population as they have for those with purely motor impairments. The literature on C-VIC and Lingraphica, for example, has focused on treatment effects rather than on functional applications of the device. More generally, clinicians typically invoke AAC only as a last resort for the most severely impaired [9–11]. Hux et al. note, “As a group, many [speech-language pathologists (SLPs)] incorporate AAC strategies only when individuals fail to regain the ability to convey even the most basic messages through natural speech” [9]. Given the centrality of language to identity [12], we are not surprised that many individuals with aphasia reject alternatives to oral speech. This preference for natural speech may be shared by family members and SLPs, even when messages communicated with AAC aids are perceived as superior to those expressed in the user’s natural speech [13]. In addition, people with aphasia typically wish to continue efforts to remediate their spoken language and perceive SGDs as circumventing such practice [14]. Furthermore, SGDs that play synthesized speech or the digitized speech of another person raise questions in the listeners’ minds about whether the person with aphasia actually authored the message [15]. This ambiguity about authorship enters into the cost-benefit considerations just discussed. Employing an SGD to deliver a message that the user could have produced with his or her natural speech, albeit with long pauses and struggles, may actually underrepresent that person’s linguistic competence by implying that the user
is unable to produce the message her- or himself. This
underrepresentation may well offset the benefits of com-
municative efficacy. Additionally, the expressiveness of
the human voice enhances the communication of emotion
and personality. Finally, the literature on language produc-
tion in typical speakers suggests that prosody and word
associations are important in sentence formulation; these
cues are unlikely to be provided by devices that replace
natural speech.

Therefore, although encouraging studies have reported
successful SGD use by individuals with severe aphasia for
whom natural speech is unlikely to be an option [15–17], a
different approach is often suggested for those who have
some residual speech. On this approach, AAC is used to
supplement or scaffold natural speech rather than replace it
[9,18], and a division of labor is maintained between natu-
ral and aided speech, with the former used for small talk
and the latter used primarily for more complex messages
that can be anticipated in advance. Garrett and Beukelman
identify as specific-need communicators those individuals
who rely on AAC primarily in situations that require
“specificity, efficiency, or clarity” [19], e.g., complex or
detailed messages to service providers, such as doctors,
lawyers, or transportation workers; telephone messages;
and storytelling and advice-giving to family members and
friends. Similarly, Hux et al. describe an individual who
“[used] natural speech to manage small talk interactions
and [used] his communication book to communicate
detailed information about himself” [9]. Given the impor-
tant role of storytelling in adult conversation [20], for
which opportunities are frequently diminished in aphasia
[21], increasing opportunities to engage in this activity
could significantly affect quality of life. This approach is
also embodied in the script training [22] approach to apha-
sia therapy, which emphasizes the intense practice of per-
sonally relevant, often monologic, scripts appropriate for
use in the community. Note that the kinds of functional situ-
ations (e.g., service encounters) that evolve in daily life
typically require creating novel messages and cannot be
negotiated with a set of high-frequency utterances designed
for all users. While caregivers may be able to input more
personalized messages, this can be labor-intensive and may
decrease the user’s perception that the device speaks for
her or him. Because of caregivers’ inability to anticipate
the ever-changing set of desired messages [17], supporting
the independent composition of novel utterances is a prior-
ity in the development of AAC aids for those with mild-to-
moderate aphasia.

This article describes a new approach to AAC for
this population, one that follows previous work quite
closely in two respects: (1) deploying AAC primarily for
complex monologic messages that can be prepared
beforehand and (2) attempting to scaffold rather than
replace natural speech. However, the approach diverges
markedly regarding the mechanism used to provide this
scaffolding.

PROCESSING PROSTHESIS FOR APHASIA

SentenceShaper® (computer software; Psycholin-
guistic Technologies, Inc; Jenkintown, Pennsylvania;
www.sentenceshaper.com) is a computer program that
facilitates the creation of spoken utterances by providing
processing support [23]. It is based on evidence that
words are retrieved more slowly and may decay more
quickly in persons with aphasia, causing them to have
difficulty assembling all the elements of a sentence in
memory simultaneously [24–25]. For example, a speaker
may produce the subject noun for a sentence (“dog”) and
then, after struggling to retrieve an appropriate verb
(“chase”), may have to reretrieve the subject noun to
combine it with the verb, which may itself have decayed
from memory during this reretrieval.

SentenceShaper is a “processing prosthesis” that
helps the user keep utterances in working memory. The
program, which has been detailed elsewhere [26], embeds
a user-controlled sound recorder within a visual interface
in which every recording the user creates is linked to an
arbitrary colored icon. Clicking an icon replays the
recorded utterance linked to it; the user creates sentences
by dragging these icons (each representing a recorded
sound bite) to the Sentence Assembly Area on the screen,
where they are combined and ordered from left to right.
When the user is satisfied with the sentence, she or he
clicks a button to transfer it to the Narrative Assembly
Area. There, it is represented by a single icon, an oval
“bean,” which plays the entire sequence when clicked.
The user can build a larger narrative or message by creat-
ing additional sentences and adding their associated beans
to the ordered slots in the Narrative Assembly Area. Two
word-finding tools, which can be disabled or customized
for individual users, display printed words along the sides
of the main screen (the Side Buttons) or in a separate
screen (the WordFinder). Clicking a text word causes it to
be spoken by the system; the user must repeat it in his or
her own voice to incorporate it into a production.
The program’s replay functionality allows the speaker to refresh the memory of words or phrases she or he has previously produced, keeping them activated in working memory long enough to be combined into sentences. Replaying saved fragments, or sequences of fragments, may also support speech production by allowing the user to detect and repair lexical and grammatical errors and by triggering a cloze response [27], helping the user to complete a phrase or sentence on the basis of context and word associations. The description of SentenceShaper as a prosthesis derives from its role in artificially enlarging the user’s mental workspace for language. However, to the extent that the program guides language production by fostering strategies such as the replay of partial utterances to trigger a cloze response, it might also be described as an orthosis.

A number of studies have reported aided effects for SentenceShaper [23,28–34]: the sometimes marked superiority of spoken narratives created on SentenceShaper to the same user’s spontaneous, unaided narratives on the same topic. These aided effects have been demonstrated with multiple different measures (of structure, rate, and informativeness) and elicited content and with informativeness ratings by unfamiliar listeners as well as quantitative analyses. These studies have varied in the strength and statistical significance of the effects and in the nature of word-finding support, if any, provided by the system. To illustrate qualitatively the differences between aided and unaided speech, Table 1 provides excerpts from unaided and aided descriptions of the same events by the two individuals with nonfluent agrammatic aphasia who showed the strongest aided effects in an early study with the system [23]. Since both word-finding tools were disabled during the creation of the aided productions in this study, the prosthesis provided no word-finding or grammatical assistance, only processing support.

Several small studies have also reported treatment effects following a period of SentenceShaper use [26,28–29,32,34–35],* that is, positive changes in participants’ unaided (off-computer) spoken narratives on topics that have never been practiced on the computer. These effects, which have ranged from minimal to quite marked, qualitatively resemble the reported aided effects and are encouraging because treatment interventions rarely generalize to connected speech [36]. Furthermore, they add to the evidence that using communication aids can lead to positive changes in natural speech [5,37]. One motivation for developing SentenceShaper into an assistive device is its potential to engender treatment effects; integrating the program into daily life communication may stimulate ongoing practice with the prosthesis and bring about positive changes in spontaneous speech.

These studies have primarily targeted individuals with nonfluent aphasia and have suggested that prerequisites for effective use of SentenceShaper include the ability to produce some speech, if only short phrases; relatively intact auditory comprehension of single words; some ability to self-monitor, i.e., to replay one’s utterances and subsequently correct or expand them; and good performance on simple grammaticality judgment tasks [23,26]. In addition,


### Table 1.
Aided and unaided spoken descriptions of same events by two participants in Linebarger et al.* who showed strongest aided effects. Since WordFinder and Side Buttons were disabled for this study, no word-finding or grammatical support was provided by SentenceShaper; aided effects illustrate impact of “pure” processing support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Unaided (without SentenceShaper)</th>
<th>Aided (with SentenceShaper)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>The, the maid, the maid, uh, uh, upstair and she, uh, the maid upstairs and scuse me and um . . . go around but now uh the . . . The policeman, she she?, no, the man, two men, and the uh, oh, she, uh, her, she . . . knock them out, knock them out, um hum, knock them out, two men.</td>
<td>The man goes around them. She did not do it. The nurse goes around the baby carriage. The policeman, she fights the, the two men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Ooh! A fish! Ah, water and . . . uh mmm and attendant, here, and bumped his head. Oh boy, oh my hand, my hand, my hand.</td>
<td>The boy and the fishmonger is taking the fish. The boy hit his hand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

severe impairments to executive function have been shown to impede AAC use [38] and would almost certainly limit the effectiveness of the program. Future research may identify other abilities necessary for effective SentenceShaper use and/or additional disorders that it might ameliorate.

ADAPTING PROSTHESIS FOR FUNCTIONAL USE

Despite the aided effects observed in the laboratory, functional deployment of SentenceShaper faces two major challenges: (1) the “time barrier” and (2) cognitive demands imposed by functional use of such a device.

Regarding the former, the core limitation of SentenceShaper—and perhaps of any aid that attempts to support users’ residual language production abilities for the creation of novel messages—is the lengthy process of message composition. A message with a 3-minute playing time may take 45 minutes to create. Therefore, as previously noted, we followed an existing thread in the AAC literature in focusing on monologic messages that can be anticipated in advance, such as information that the user wishes to communicate in service encounters, storytelling, advice-giving, or offline situations in which the listener is either physically distant or noninteractive, such as email [28–29,39], Web postings,* and public speaking [40, p. 150,262].

The cognitive demands of functional use are also considerable. The user must be able to anticipate novel utterances that she or he will wish to communicate in some future situation or to generate topics for emails or Web postings that will be comprehensible and interesting to the recipient. Previous studies have suggested that some individuals who effectively use SentenceShaper to retell narratives presented to them in the laboratory or on television may nonetheless require support with idea generation when composing their own messages [28–29].* The delivery of previously composed messages can also pose challenges. For example, a person with aphasia preparing comments beforehand for a discussion group may show a strong aided effect using SentenceShaper to create a far more grammatical and complex message than she or he could produce spontaneously but may still need help identifying the appropriate moment to deliver this message to the group.

The issue of support has been addressed carefully in the AAC literature, which posits a core distinction between partner-dependent and independent communicators [41]. Lasker et al. describe partner-dependent communicators as individuals who have difficulty applying AAC strategies without ongoing reminders, or in unpracticed contexts. In contrast, independent communicators are active in thinking of what they want to say and in circumventing or augmenting oral speech when necessary. A subset of this latter group is called generative communicators. They are able to construct messages from multiple or heterogeneous subcomponents, such as combining items stored on the device into novel productions or using oral speech, gesture, and drawings to convey an idea.

If effective SentenceShaper users can be identified within this taxonomy, then we may be able to draw on existing AAC materials and methodologies for assessing and training users of the system. However, because SentenceShaper differs so fundamentally from the iconic SGDs that have typically been employed for individuals with severe aphasia, its users may not fall easily into standard AAC taxonomies. For example, virtually anyone who shows a SentenceShaper-aided effect represents a generative user in this framework, since building a sentence from several recorded words or phrases demonstrates the ability to create messages from multiple subcomponents. Nonetheless, even those who are able to create complex, multi-component messages on SentenceShaper may require support (and thus lack independence) in idea generation, in getting into “set” to use SentenceShaper and identifying points in a conversation for which a stored message is appropriate. Thus SentenceShaper users may demonstrate both generativity and partner-dependence; the program may allow some individuals to compose messages of a complexity and/or abstractness that outstrips the ability of their author to integrate them into real-life situations without considerable support. A question for future research is whether AAC-readiness assessment procedures such as the Multimodal Communication Screening Test for Persons with Aphasia may identify independent SentenceShaper users by assessing communicative flexibility and other metacognitive skills [42], even though these assessments typically focus on tasks (such as combining visual icons) that are not actually performed on SentenceShaper.

Functional use of any communication aid obviously requires portability. Because of the time barrier described previously, the most realistic approach to portability may be one in which the person with aphasia anticipates messages she or he would like to convey in an impending social situation; composes the messages on SentenceShaper, typically installed on a desktop computer; and then, using an interface within SentenceShaper, downloads these messages onto a handheld computer that can be carried into the situation. Thus the handheld device is not itself used for message composition in the community but rather to store messages that the user has created in advance of the situation. This architecture is employed in, e.g., Boyd-Graber et al. [43].

Regarding the handheld device, people with poststroke aphasia are often ambulatory but without full control of the right arm and hand (right hemiparesis). Portability in such cases raises a distinct set of challenges [44], because no wheelchair exists to which the device might be affixed. To use the device while standing, therefore, persons need to both carry and operate the device with the nondominant hand. And although affixing the handheld device to the user’s body is possible, freeing his or her hand to operate the device, this arrangement is unlikely to be acceptable for individuals who are typically self-conscious about “visible signs of disability” [11,15,41,45]. Therefore, the display on the handheld device must be as simple as possible so that it does not require a stylus or unencumbered hand to operate.

A final design issue is how the spoken messages that have been stored on the device will be conveyed to a listener. SGDs are typically used for direct playback (i.e., a previously recorded message is played directly to the user). However, the artificiality of communicating this way is likely to render it a last resort for individuals with some residual speech, as evidenced by the lukewarm embrace of such technology in this population. Another approach is to use the device for self-cueing, that is, for the individual to replay a stored message privately (through earphones or lowered volume) and then repeat it in real time, live speech, using the handheld device as a prompter. (This approach requires a hardware or software implementation in which the user can switch freely between private and public modes of replay.) Because individuals with mild-to-moderate aphasia have not been the focus of AAC, the technique of private self-cueing is not widely discussed, but see, e.g., Mollica [46] and van de Sandt-Koenderman [11].

Architecture of SentenceShaper To Go

A portable version of SentenceShaper was developed called “SentenceShaper To Go™” in response to the design issues just reviewed. SentenceShaper To Go is a software suite consisting of three interacting programs:

1. The original SentenceShaper program, typically running on a desktop computer, which the user employs to create spoken messages intended for use in a future situation.
2. The Handheld Display, a program running on a handheld computer or personal digital assistant (PDA), which allows the user to replay utterances created on SentenceShaper by clicking buttons on the screen of the PDA.
3. The Handheld Customization Tool, a screen accessed from within SentenceShaper, where the user configures the handheld device (associating individual SentenceShaper utterances with particular buttons on the device) and clicks a button to transfer this configuration onto the device. (The latter two components are described in the following subsections.)

Handheld Display

The Handheld Display program was initially implemented on a Zaurus SL-5500 PDA (Sharp Electronics Corp; Mahwah, New Jersey), selected for its Java runtime environment and reflective color liquid crystal display touch screen, allowing input by either stylus or finger. The display on the handheld device contains up to eight buttons, which play (when clicked) spoken utterances that the user has created on SentenceShaper.

Ergonomic Issues. We conducted preliminary studies to determine whether participants with right hemiparesis would be able to use the nondominant hand to access all eight buttons on the Handheld Display in finger press mode (pressing any one of the eight buttons on the display while holding the device with the same hand) as well as in stylus mode (placing the device on a flat surface to allow use of the stylus). While participants’ reaction times were slightly slower to press the button in the finger as opposed to stylus mode (finger press mode mean = 0.70 s/button; stylus mode mean = 0.57 s/button), this slower response was deemed an acceptable trade-off for the portability of the finger press mode.

A second concern related to potential injury or discomfort associated with holding and operating the handheld device in this way. We preliminarily addressed this issue by measuring grip and finger strengths before and after sessions of handheld use. Five participants were...
evaluated over eight successive sessions. No clinically meaningful changes in strength were found and no participants reported discomfort while or after using the device. However, long-term finger press mode use of the handheld—or any similar PDA—would require careful monitoring for signs of repetitive stress. Encouraging people with hemiparesis to configure the device with fewer than eight buttons may also decrease this risk.

Audio Output. Participants were asked to hold the device toward themselves when using it to self-cue and toward the listener when using it in direct playback mode. The program was subsequently recoded to allow the user to toggle between low and high volume settings for self-cueing and direct playback, respectively.

Handheld Customization Tool

After creating a spoken message on SentenceShaper, the person with aphasia downloads this message to the portable device by means of the Handheld Customization Tool (Figure 1), accessed by clicking a button on the main SentenceShaper screen.

The eight slots on the left side of Figure 1 (the Handheld Mockup) correspond to the eight available slots on the PDA. Above the Mockup, the SentenceShaper Narrative Assembly Area remains visible; recall that the oval beans in this area play sequences of speech segments that the user has recorded and combined into sentences or other groupings. The user assigns a bean to one of the buttons on the handheld device by dragging that bean to a slot in the Mockup. After the user has dragged the bean to its slot, a checkmark appears on that bean in the Narrative Area at the top to remind the user that the bean has already been loaded. Labels can be added to beans in the Mockup by dragging them from the Label Set area on the right onto a bean. Once in the Mockup, beans can be reordered or dragged down to the Mockup’s Trash Hole. The Label Play Buttons (to the right of the Label Set in Figure 1) are intended to help users learn the meanings of the labels; when clicked, they play a sound file pronouncing the word on the label (if it displays text) or explaining the label’s meaning (if it is a nonverbal symbol). The Return to Main Screen Button lets the user toggle back and forth between

Figure 1.
Handheld Customization Tool used by person with aphasia to download a message to portable device.
the Handheld Customization Tool and the Sentence-Shaper Assembly Area to add more material or to rerecord all or part of the message if an error is detected or if a button contains more material than the user can say at one time in the self-cueing mode. Clicking the Synch Button loads the handheld device with the set of sound files and labels arrayed in the Mockup; the PDA shown on the lower left of Figure 1 displays four labeled buttons as in the Handheld Mockup.

METHODS: PILOT STUDY

A preliminary implementation of SentenceShaper To Go was tested in a single-participant “proof-of-concept” experiment. The pilot study finalized the hardware and software for a larger study currently underway at Moss Rehabilitation Research Institute (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). A particular focus of the pilot study was to observe the participant’s delivery of messages stored on the handheld device, for assessing the viability of self-cueing as opposed to direct playback and ascertaining the participant’s preferences in this regard. In this early pilot and subsequently in the larger study, the impact of the new program was tested by eliciting spoken narratives on functional topics in three modes: (1) U (unaided, spontaneous speech), (2) SSR (spoken narratives created on SentenceShaper), (3) and HH (handheld-aided, narratives delivered with spontaneous speech aided and/or supplemented by the handheld device, which had been loaded with the SentenceShaper production of that narrative). Note that the pilot data presented here are purely descriptive, because this preliminary study was conceived as an integral part of the technology development. In contrast, the larger study uses a series of single-subject multiple baseline experiments, with somewhat different procedures from those described here.

Participant

The participant, identified as L1, was a 41-year old, right-handed man who had sustained a left-hemisphere stroke 22 months before the experiment. He was diagnosed with mild agrammatic aphasia on the basis of clinical testing; his Aphasia Quotient on the Western Aphasia Battery was 85.6 [47]. He had received 16 years of formal education. After all procedures were fully explained to the participant, he gave his written informed consent to participate.

Stimuli

Two sets of materials were used. Initial practice with the system used scenarios from the Amsterdam-Nijmegen Everyday Language Test (ANELT) [48], which are designed to elicit responses to hypothetical daily life situations, such as purchasing, selling, or returning merchandise. Four test narratives (Wedding, Parking, Cooking, and Ironing) were also developed for this study; these narratives are more complex than the ANELT scenarios and are designed to challenge participants with mild or moderate aphasia. For example, in one scenario, a dinner party host recounts a series of cooking mishaps to the arriving guests to explain why the meal will be late.

Procedures

L1 had learned to use SentenceShaper during an earlier study. The protocol incorporated an extended training period (16 biweekly sessions) followed by 8 weeks of largely independent home use, during which he created narratives such as retellings of television and movie plots. During the latter part of this training, L1 began to create practice ANELT narratives, incorporating five new Side Buttons on the SentenceShaper screen that played phrases hypothesized to provide useful support in initiating the functional messages and signaling the completion of the monologue (“Hello,” “The problem is . . . ,” “I will . . . ,” “I want you to . . . ,” “Goodbye”). These phrases were also added to the Label Set in the Handheld Mockup (Figure 1).

During four sessions, L1 was introduced to the eight-button display on the handheld and shown how to use the Handheld Customization Tool to download the ANELT narratives—previously recorded on SentenceShaper—to the device. He then learned to use the handheld device to communicate these simple functional narratives to both familiar and unfamiliar listeners who asked probe questions targeting missing or incorrect information. He was instructed to use the handheld device when needed, using either the self-cueing or direct playback methods as he found appropriate.

During this phase, L1 also produced retellings of all four test narratives in the U mode. Each test narrative was performed six times (over six sessions) in the U mode. To account for practice effects and thereby to avoid inflating the SSR or HH aided effects, we included only the last three unaided retellings (here denoted as baselines 4, 5, 6) in the U sample to be compared with the subsequent SSR and HH retellings. In all these retellings, the elicitation procedure was to have L1
listen to a recording of the narrative, accompanied by pictures, and then retell the narrative in his own words and without picture support.

After the baseline phase, the SSR and HH retellings of the test narratives were elicited in successive blocks of two sessions each. In the first session, L1 retold a test narrative in SSR mode; that is, he prepared the retelling independently on the desktop computer running SentenceShaper and then downloaded it to the handheld device. In the following session, he used the handheld device to deliver this narrative to an unfamiliar listener (HH mode). Earlier in the session, he rehearsed by retelling the narrative to the examiner. This practice was meant to simulate optimal usage of the device in real life (i.e., for a user to become familiar with the button contents and practice using the handheld to communicate to another person).

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Two scorers, blind to the experimental conditions, scored the transcripts using a modified version of Nicholas and Brookshire’s correct information unit (CIU) methodology [49], which counts as a CIU any word that is “intelligible in context, accurate in relation to the picture(s) or topic, and relevant to and informative about the content of the picture(s) or topic.” Table 2 summarizes the results for two derived variables: percentage of words that are CIUs (% CIUs) and CIUs/minute (speech rate). It also displays, as a measure of the aided effects, the percentage gain from baseline for the SSR and HH conditions. Figure 2 displays the percent CIUs across all five retellings of each narrative.

The aided effect for SSR is strong and consistent across measures and narratives. In the Cooking test narrative, for example, percent CIUs increased from 64.0 (baseline mean) to 90.0 percent (SSR), for a percentage gain of 40.6 percent (Table 2).

The aided effect for SentenceShaper To Go is weaker. Still, for three of the four test narratives, the percentage gain in percent CIUs exceeds 15 percent, and in the last two narratives, the informativeness of the HH retelling (86% and 84% of words were CIUs) approaches the high levels of the SSR production (92%, 95%). The SSR and HH productions also show greater fluency than the U retellings, as indicated by the differences in CIUs/minute across the three modes (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrative/Mode</th>
<th>No. of Sessions</th>
<th>% CIUs* Value</th>
<th>% Gain † Value</th>
<th>Rate (CIUs/min) Value</th>
<th>% Gain † Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wedding</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69‡</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>30.22‡    —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>72.60       140.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>−10.14</td>
<td>31.51       4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64‡</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21.23‡    —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>63.03       196.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>36.09       70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironing</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69‡</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24.68‡    —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>72.46       193.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>57.07       131.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73‡</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>28.61‡    —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>30.14</td>
<td>74.56       160.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>39.24       37.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of words that are correct information units (CIUs) (Nicholas LE, Brookshire RH. A system for quantifying the informativeness and efficiency of the connected speech of adults with aphasia. J Speech Hear Res. 1993;36(2): 338–50. [PMID: 8487525]).
†% Gain = ((aided value – baseline mean)/baseline mean) × 100.
‡Mean of three baselines.

These observed SSR and HH aided effects cannot be interpreted as reflecting simply increased familiarity with the test scenarios, since L1 had been thoroughly familiarized with the scenarios during the baseline phase. Figure 2 clearly shows that no upward trend was present in baselines 4, 5, and 6. Also relevant is the Linebarger et al. finding that eliciting repeated unaided productions of the same narrative from participants with aphasia had no impact on structural measures or percent CIUs [26].

Regarding direct replay versus self-cueing, L1 strongly preferred live speech, relying exclusively on self-cueing rather than simply playing back the recorded material to the listener. This limited use of direct playback is reflected in the CIU analysis: none of the CIUs in L1’s handheld-aided retellings of the final two narratives was contained only in material replayed on the handheld device. In the first two narratives, only 5 and 6 percent, respectively, of the CIUs in the handheld-aided productions were replayed on the handheld device but not expressed in L1’s spontaneous speech.
With regard to percent CIUs, the robust SSR aided effect observed here replicates earlier studies, and the impact of SentenceShaper To Go (i.e., the HH aided effect), while less striking, suggests that use of the handheld device to cue spontaneous speech (rather than replay the recorded utterances directly to the listener) is a viable approach for delivering messages created on SentenceShaper. The increased fluency of the SSR and HH productions is also encouraging. Consider, for example, L1’s production of the Cooking test narrative. His final unaided baseline of the story took almost 11 minutes (10:47), considerably longer than either his SSR retelling (1:39) or his HH retelling (3:04). As shown in Figure 2, this final unaided baseline (baseline 6) was also the least informative.

Note that narratives produced in HH and U modes differed in one important respect: The final three narratives produced in the U mode were delivered to a familiar listener, while the narratives produced in the HH mode were delivered to an unfamiliar listener. (The SSR retellings were produced independently on the computer, not delivered to a listener.) However, this difference would be expected to underrepresent any HH aided effect, since an unfamiliar listener represents a more difficult condition.

The participant’s preference for live speech in this pilot study demonstrates that using a stored message to self-cue is a viable mode of delivery for messages composed on SentenceShaper. Individuals with more severe impairments may need to rely more heavily on direct playback; less impaired users may become more comfortable with direct playback over time, especially because the recorded messages on the handheld component of SentenceShaper To Go are in the user’s own voice, providing evidence that the user did author the message [13].

Observation of L1’s handheld retellings also clearly showed that he had many different ways to use the recorded utterances stored on the handheld. They include delivering the message entirely by direct playback of the recorded speech; communicating some message elements...
with direct playback and others with live speech; listening
to the stored utterances privately to self-cue and then reca-
pitulating these same elements with live speech, possibly
embellishing or correcting them; and communicating a
message by direct playback of the recording accompanied
by simultaneous live speech that echoes words and phrases
in the recording [28–29]. L1 demonstrated that, for some,
sel-cueing mode may only require private playback of the
first few words of a well-practiced production.

During an informal interview at the end of the study
(with ML; see “Acknowledgments” section regarding her
competing interest), L1 expressed a strong desire to use the
handheld device in his own life and described several situ-
a tions in the upcoming week for which it might be appro-
riate. His communicative needs in these situations exemplify
the kind of message complexity that can disrupt
the speech of even moderately impaired individuals:
rescheduling of a medical appointment, complicated trip
arrangements with a travel agent, athletic coaching advice,
a short presentation at a charity event, a speech to his fam-
ily on Father’s Day, and remarks to a stroke group at a
local rehabilitation hospital. In the larger study currently
underway at Moss Rehabilitation Research Institute, a
qualitative methods consultant is conducting one-on-one
interviews with participants after the handheld experiment
to explore their feelings and attitudes about using AAC
aids with these features in everyday life.

CONCLUSIONS

Assistive technology for aphasia has typically focused
on the most severely impaired and has often been rejected
as an undesirable last resort by those who retain the ability
to produce some speech. As observed in the AAC litera-
ture, the verbal output of this latter group may allow them
to negotiate independently many day-to-day activities;
they may need communication assistance primarily when
the situation requires the clear and timely expression of
more complex information. A communication aid for such
individuals should support the creation of novel utterances
appropriate to new situations as they emerge, rather than
depend on a set of prefabricated utterances created by others,
and should, if possible, support rather than replace the
user’s own speech.

Previous studies have demonstrated that Sentence-
Shaper, a processing prosthesis that supports the creation
of spoken sentences and narratives, may allow individu-
als with mild-to-moderate aphasia to create more struc-
tured and informative utterances, in their own voices,
than they can create unaided and that use of the prosth-
sis may lead to treatment effects evident in connected
speech. When used as a communication aid, Sentence-
Shaper may facilitate not only the transmission of infor-
mation but also the demonstration of preserved linguistic
and cognitive abilities and the expression of the user’s
identity through more complex utterances.

Our assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of
SentenceShaper and more generally of the clinical and
technological challenges in developing electronic com-
munication aids for those with mild-to-moderate aphasia
has guided the design and pilot deployment of Sentence-
Shaper To Go, an AAC aid that allows people with aphasia
to create messages on SentenceShaper and download
them onto a portable handheld computer. The results of
this pilot study are encouraging: the participant was able
to create more informative messages on SentenceShaper
than he could produce spontaneously, and his retellings
of these messages when self-cued by the handheld compo-
nent of SentenceShaper To Go were in most instances
more informative than his unaided speech. Increases in
fluency, quite marked in some cases, were also observed
in both aided modes. His effective use of self-cueing and
his preference for self-cueing over direct playback sug-
gest that self-cueing may be an effective strategy for
message delivery by those with mild-to-moderate apha-
sia. (If the PDA were used for direct playback, of course,
it would allow the user to deliver messages with the
informativeness and fluency of the SSR condition.)

The participant’s willingness to practice his func-
tional narratives repeatedly before delivering them with
the handheld also suggests that the SentenceShaper To
Go suite could implement a script training [22] protocol
in which the user generates his or her own scripts on Sen-
tenceShaper, rehearses them by replaying utterances on
the PDA or within the Handheld Mockup, and uses the
PDA to support delivery of the script in situ.

Although this article has focused on the development
of SentenceShaper for assistive use, most of the strategies
and functionalities discussed could be implemented through
other means. For example, processing support can be pro-
vided without SentenceShaper, through text processing (for
individuals with high-level reading skills) or by a clinician,
albeit laboriously [50]. Using stored messages to self-cue
spontaneous speech is appropriate to virtually any SGD
[11,46], and techniques such as playing partial utterances
to trigger a cloze response could also be implemented on an
iconic, portable SDG, although this strategy may require
processing support to be effective. Transporting SentenceShaper productions into functional situations can be done without SentenceShaper To Go, e.g., by means of a portable sound recorder or any SGD to which sound files created on SentenceShaper can be downloaded or simply rerecorded. Also, as previously noted, for situations that cannot be anticipated in advance and/or require access only to single words or high-frequency utterances, other communication aids and strategies may be more appropriate than the processing prosthesis described here.

If these pilot results are replicated in the larger study—and early reports are encouraging in this regard [51]—the next step will be to investigate the use of SentenceShaper To Go in functional encounters outside the laboratory. Real-world deployment poses numerous challenges, such as the need for assessment and training protocols and for ongoing, contextualized coaching as the user attempts to integrate the assistive device into daily life. Nevertheless, the impact of this technology on the spoken narratives of some individuals with aphasia demonstrates that their own residual speech, with appropriate support, may provide a strong foundation for enhanced communication.
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